
Exhibit 4.3.c 4  Disposition Intervention Plan Candidate Data 

 

Frequency of Disposition Areas of Growth as Identified by Disposition Intervention Plans Since 

2007 

 
THEME I:  Continuous Reflection and Lifelong Learning 

_4__1. Seeks opportunities to learn new skills, knowledge of content, and develop professionally 

_6__2. Exercises critical thinking and problem-solving skills to generate appropriate solutions 

_1__3. Views reflection as integral to the instructional process 

_1__4. Values learning beyond minimal expectations 

THEME II:  Personal Integrity 
_1__5. Demonstrates respect, empathy, and caring for others 

_2__6. Accepts responsibility for own actions and their consequences 

_14_7. Is present, punctual and prepared 

_0__8. Maintains integrity and honesty in academic work,  and  keeps personal and professional  

             confidences 

_4__9. Displays steady emotional temperament 

THEME III:  Cultural Responsiveness 
_0__10. Demonstrates unbiased, fair, and non-prejudicial treatment of each person 

_0__11. Demonstrates the belief that diversity in the classroom, in the school, and in society enhances  

               learning 

_0__12. Holds high expectations for each student 

_2__13. Shows willingness to use culturally responsive strategies and non-discriminatory assessment in    

               applying effective instructional strategies 

THEME IV:  Professional Integrity 
_4__14. Solicits and values feedback from others and responds to that feedback 

_7__15. Maintains a professional and engaging demeanor, appearance, and voice 

_4__16. Values correct grammar in oral and written communication 

_0__17. Actively and respectfully listens to students, parents, instructors, and colleagues 

_3__18. Uses respectful and appropriate language with students, parents, and all professionals 

_16_19. Demonstrates organizational ability by functioning in a proactive and dependable manner 

_4__20. Demonstrates a positive work ethic through willingness to exceed minimum requirements 

_2__21. Shows flexibility in dealing with the unexpected and can change plans in response  

_3__22. Accepts responsibility for following established rules, procedures, policies, course and program   

               requirements 

THEME V:  Collaboration and Leadership 
_11__23. Demonstrates effective interpersonal  skills (communication, enthusiasm, positive attitude) in  

               working with teachers, parents, and education professionals 

_1__24. Shares information, ideas, and materials willingly with others 

_1__25. Seeks to resolve conflict effectively 

_3__26. Takes initiative in goal setting, prioritizing, and distributing responsibilities to others 

_3__27. Uses research to develop and/or improve practice 

_0__28. Coaches and mentors colleagues as appropriate 

 

Note. This figure represents 44 total Disposition Intervention Plans written on 36 students. Many 

of these plans cited more than one dispositional area of growth.  
 


